Receptor editing is believed to play the major role in purging newly formed B cell compartments of autoreactivity by the induction of secondary V(D)J rearrangements. In the process of immunoglobulin heavy (H) chain editing, these secondary rearrangements are mediated by direct V H -to-J H joining or cryptic recombination signals (cRSs) within V H gene segments. Using a statistical model of RS, we have identifi ed potential cRSs within V H gene segments at conserved sites fl anking complementarity-determining regions 1 and 2. These cRSs are active in extrachromosomal recombination assays and cleaved during normal B cell development. Cleavage of multiple V H cRSs was observed in the bone marrow of C57BL/6 and RAG2:GFP and MT congenic animals, and we determined that cRS cleavage effi ciencies are 30 -50-fold lower than a physiological RS. cRS signal ends are abundant in pro-B cells, including those recovered from MT mice, but undetectable in pre-or immature B cells. Thus, V H cRS cleavage regularly occurs before the generation of functional preBCR and BCR. Conservation of cRSs distal from the 3 end of V H gene segments suggests a function for these cryptic signals other than V H gene replacement.
Developmentally immature B cells expressing autoreactive antigen receptors are tolerized by three mechanisms: anergy, clonal deletion, and receptor editing. Whereas anergy and deletion inactivate or remove self-reactive clones, receptor editing alters clonal specifi city through secondary rearrangements of the Ig and -loci, or V H gene replacement ( 1 ) . V H gene replacement represents an atypical V(D)J recombination event mediated by a physiological recombination signal (RS) adjacent to an upstream germline V H gene segment and a cryptic RS (cRS) located near the 3 Ј end of a rearranged V H gene segment ( 2 -4 ) . In the Igh locus, the D gene segments located between the V H and J H gene clusters are doubly fl anked by RSs containing 12-bp spacers (12-RS); these mediate recombination with the 23-RS of J H and V H gene segments ( 5 ) . V H → DJ H rearrangements that complete IgH assembly in pro-B cells deplete the Igh locus of 12-RS ( 6 ) and preclude subsequent rearrangements that follow the 12/23 rule ( 5 ) . V H replacement alters the specifi city of the B cell antigen receptor (BCR) and can rescue developing B cells that would otherwise be eliminated by apoptosis. Such replacements were fi rst noted in mice with autoreactive, site-directed transgene (SDT) receptors ( 3, 7 ) , but replacement of innocent ( 8, 9 ) or nonproductive ( 10 ) VDJ SDT has been observed as well. Presumably, V H replacement in the absence of selfreactivity is the consequence of strong selection for a diverse B cell repertoire. Under an antigendependent model of receptor editing, binding of an autoantigen to an antigen receptor is required, but pressure to diversify the B cell repertoire via V H gene replacement is presumably antigen independent ( 3, 11, 12 ) .
It is diffi cult to predict whether mouse V H replacements are antigen dependent or independent because the stage of normal B cell develop ment at which V H replacements are initiated in vivo is unknown. Recently, signal ends (SEs) at V H cRSs were noted in human immature B cells, but the cloned human V H replacements included N-nucleotide additions, which are characteristic of IgH rearrangement in pro-B cells ( 11, 13 ) . N-nucleotides are also noted ( 3 ) in mouse V H replacements, providing further evidence that V H replacements may be induced at the pro-B cell stage.
RESULTS

Identifi cation of potential cRSs in V H gene segments
We used a probabilistic model of mouse RSs ( 17 -19 ) to scan 390 mouse V H gene segments for cRSs by computing the RS information content ( RIC ) ( 19 ) for all possible 28-( RIC 12 ) and 39-bp signals ( RIC 23 ). The RIC 12 and RIC 23 algorithms are capable of identifying and evaluating physiological RSs and cRSs directly from DNA sequence ( 17 -19 ) . A 212-kbp region of chromosome 8 (AC084823) that is not subject to physiological V(D)J recombination was similarly analyzed. RIC scores approaching zero indicate increasing similarity to physiological mouse RSs and higher recombination potentials ( 17 ) . All 28-and 39-bp DNA sequences beginning with a CA dinucleotide have a fi nite RIC score and are potential cRSs.
We previously determined that RIC 12 ≥ Ϫ 40 constituted a threshold value for physiological RS activity, and therefore we expect RIC values for 12-cRSs to be lower ( 18 ) . Indeed, a known mouse V H cRS ( 3 ) has a RIC 12 of Ϫ 45.3 ( 18 ) . Thus, we set a preliminary detection threshold for 12-cRSs as RIC 12 > Ϫ 45. Physiological 23-RSs are identifi ed by RIC 23 > Ϫ 60 ( 18 ) ; we selected a correspondingly lower threshold of RIC 23 > Ϫ 65 for identifi cation of 23-cRSs.
Our scan identifi ed potential cRSs in both DNA strands. cRSs in V H gene segments that share orientation with the physiological V H RSs are defi ned to be in orientation 1 (O1). V H cRSs in the opposite orientation are O2 cRSs. In our analyses of AC084823, we arbitrarily defi ned putative cRSs in the listed sequence as O1 cRSs and those in the complementary strand as O2 cRSs. The analyzed V H gene segments contained 8,647 potential 12-cRSs and 8,312 potential 23-cRSs in the O1 orientation (Table S1 , available at http:// www.jem.org/cgi/content/full/jem.20071244/DC1). In O2, these V H gene segments contained 8,976 and 8,109 potential 12-and 23-cRSs, respectively. Of these, only 223 (O1) and 299 (O2) had RIC 12 > Ϫ 45, and a smaller subset, 135 (O1) and 302 (O2), had RIC 23 > Ϫ 65 (Table S1 ). In the larger AC084823 sequence, 15,401 (O1) and 17,480 (O2) potential 12-cRSs and 15,401 (O1) and 17,478 (O2) potential 23-cRSs were identifi ed (Table S1 ). Among these, 259 (O1) and 321 (O2) 12-cRSs had RIC 12 > Ϫ 45, and 701 (O1) and 837 (O2) 23-cRSs had RIC 23 > Ϫ 65 (Table S1 ). Potential 12-cRSs with RIC 12 > Ϫ 45 were signifi cantly less frequent in the AC084823 sequence than in V H gene segments (0.017 vs. 0.026 [O1]; P = 10 Ϫ 6 and 0.018 vs. 0.033 [O2]; P = 10 Ϫ 14 ; Table S1 ). In contrast, the relative frequencies of potential 23-cRSs with RIC 23 > Ϫ 65 in the AC084823 sequence (0.05 [O1 and O2]) were signifi cantly higher than in V H gene segments (0.02 [O1] and 0.04 [O2]; P = 10 Ϫ 31 and P = 10 Ϫ 4 , respectively; Table S1 ).
Whereas V H gene segments and the control AC084823 sequence have similar relative frequencies of potential cRSs with low RIC scores, as RIC scores increase toward threshold values, these frequencies diverge. Potential 12-cRSs with RIC 12 > Ϫ 50 are more common in V H gene segments, and potential 23-cRSs with RIC 23 > Ϫ 70 are present at higher frequencies in the AC084823 control ( Fig. 1, A and B ). Given
In this study, we use a rigorous statistical method to demonstrate conserved cRSs in mouse V H gene segments and fi nd that these cRSs exhibit an orientation and spacer length that facilitates V H → V H rearrangements. We demonstrate RAG1dependent cleavage of mouse V H cRSs at multiple locations, including conserved sites in FW1 and -2 during normal B cell development. We speculate that these anterior cRSs may create hybrid V H gene segments ( 14, 15 ) . Although V H cRS SEs have been detected in the BM and spleen of genetically modifi ed mice ( 16 ) , we show that V H cRS SEs are routinely generated by normal mouse pro-B cells, but are undetectable in pre and immature B cells. This observation is in contrast to that reported for human B cell development ( 11 ) , and suggests a model of B cell development characterized by stochastic rearrangements of RSs and cRSs, followed by selection for functional heavy chain. This random rearrangement hypothesis implies that V H cRSs are conserved to increase V H genetic diversity ( 2 ) , rather than for receptor editing in response to self-antigens. Figure 1 . The proportion of RS-length sequences with RIC scores above a given threshold. The number of RS-length sequences with RIC greater than the score indicated on the x axis was divided by the number of all RS-length segments begining with CA. The resulting proportion is indicated on the y axis. Results for 28-bp segments (top) and for 39-bp segments are shown (bottom). Filled circles ( ᭹ ) indicate the proportion for segments in the orientation of physiological RS (O1), and open triangles ( ᭝ ) indicate the proportion in the opposite orientation (O2). Orientation was assigned arbitrarily for the chromosome 8 sequence. Solid lines indicate proportions computed on V H gene segments; dashed lines indicate segments from chromosome 8.
( Fig. 2 ) . Locations of the remaining 59 potential 12-cRSs were less well conserved, but the majority (71%; 42/59) cluster into three regions (sites II [nt 100 -126], III [nt 148 -184], and IV  [nt 190 -205] ) that mark the borders of complementaritydetermining region (CDR) 1 and 2 ( Fig. 2 ) .
Previously, we identifi ed a 12-cRS with RIC 12 = Ϫ 48.2 that was active in extrachromosomal rearrangement ( 18 ) . The numbers of O2 12-cRSs in V H gene segments with RIC 12 ≥ Ϫ 48.2 are double that for RIC 12 = Ϫ 45 (631 vs. 299). Nonetheless, 95% (599/631) remain clustered within sites I Ϫ V ( Fig. 2 ). That the distributions of both stringent and relaxed 12-cRSs are highly similar suggests a common mechanism for their conservation.
Our search revealed that potential 12-cRSs were broadly distributed among V H gene families; at least one V H segment from 12 of the 15 V H gene families contained 1 or more 12-cRSs. 12-cRSs were, however, most abundant in the V H 1 and V H 5 gene families, with 151 and 56 cRSs, respectively. The presence and conserved locations of multiple 12-cRSs in many V H gene families suggests that natural selection maintains V H 12-cRSs, even in locations that cannot support V H → VDJ replacements of the type mediated by site V cRSs ( Fig. 2 ).
Selection for V H cRSs is independent of amino acid conservation
The presence in V H gene segments of near consensus heptamers without obvious nonamers led Wu et al. to speculate that that physiological V(D)J recombination does not occur within the AC084823 region of chromosome 8, we interpret these divergent frequencies to indicate evolutionary enrichment for 12-cRSs in V H gene segments, accompanied by the selective removal of potential 23-cRSs.
V H 12-cRSs are conserved in O2
To determine if V H 12-cRSs with RIC 12 > Ϫ 45 are conserved in a preferred orientation, we compared the frequencies of O1 and O2 putative 12-cRSs in V H gene segments and in AC084823. Whereas the relative frequencies of O1 and O2 12-cRSs in the AC084823 sequence are virtually identical (0.017 and 0.018, respectively; P = 0.288), the relative frequency of O2 12-cRSs is signifi cantly higher (0.033) than O1 12-cRSs (0.026; P = 0.003) in V H gene segments (Table S1 and Fig. 1 A ) . V H 12-cRSs with lower RIC 12 scores ( ≤ Ϫ 55) have similar relative frequencies in O1 and O2. As RIC 12 scores increase ( ≥ Ϫ 55), however, O2 12-cRSs become more common than those in O1 orientation (P = 0.052). This bias for V H 12-cRSs in the O2 orientation suggests selection for V H gene segments containing 12-cRSs oriented opposite upstream physiological V H 23-RSs.
Conservation of multiple cRSs in diverse V H gene segments
Of the 299 V H 12-cRSs with RIC 12 > Ϫ 45 and O2 orientation, ‫ف‬ 80% were located at nucleotide 57 (51/299) or at nucleotide 313 (189/299; Fig. 2 ). We identify these most highly conserved cRSs as sites I (nt 54 -63) and V (nt 310 -313), respectively 12 was computed for all 28-bp segments embedded in mouse V H gene segments. RIC 12 scores of potential cRSs ( RIC 12 > Ϫ 55) are plotted against the segment ' s nucleotide position (IMGT numbering). Open circles ( ᭺ ) indicate potential 12-cRSs and filled circles ( ᭹ ) indicate those segments with RIC 12 > Ϫ 48.2, the lowest RIC 12 for which we have detected extrachromosomal recombination ( 18 ) . Locations of CDR1, -2, and -3 are shown by the shaded areas of the graphs. Roman numerals indicate clusters of cRSs that are conserved across V H gene families. Site I spans amino acid residues 18 -22 (nt 54 -63); site II spans amino acid residues 34 -42 (nt 100 -126); site III spans residues 50 -62 (nt 148 -184); site IV spans residues 64 -69 (nt 190 -205); and site V is amino acid residue 105 (nt 313). ( Table I ) 1, 113] ; range 0 -89%) of these conserved Val residues are encoded by GTG, codon bias at Val 19 is signifi cantly (P = 10 Ϫ 16 ) higher. Importantly, none of the other conserved Val residues, including those encoded by GTG, is associated with O2 12-cRS ( Fig. 2 ). We conclude that conservation of the structural motifs implicit in conserved Val residues is insuffi cient to specify cRSs.
GTA or GTT
V H 12-cRSs function in extrachromosomal recombination assays
Replacement rearrangements at cRSs upstream of site V 12-cRSs would result in signifi cantly longer V H domains and might result in suboptimal or nonfunctional IgH polypeptides. If this were the case, we would expect evolutionary selection to suppress the recombinational capacity of the potential cRSs in sites I -IV ( Fig. 2 ). Therefore, we compared the recombinational capacities of 8 12-cRSs at sites I, III, IV, and V in an extrachromosomal recombination assay (see Materials and methods) ( 18 ) . Additionally, we measured the recombination potential of a single 12-cRS located in FW3 ( Table II ) . As a control, a known (site V) cRS present in the 3H9 H-chain transgene ( 3 ) was included in our analysis ( Table II ) . Recombinational activities of these cRSs were normalized to a physiological standard, the J ␤ 2-2 12-RS ( 18 ) .
Of the 8 12-cRSs tested, fi ve supported low, but detectable, levels of recombination ( Table II ) . 12-cRSs from sites I, III, IV, and V performed comparably, with one signal from each cohort mediating recombination at effi ciencies of 1 -2% of that observed for the J ␤ 2-2 signal ( 18 ). One cRS (p290-V H /60) not located in the conserved sites, but in FW3, also exhibited detectable recombinational activity. In contrast, activity by the 3H9 12-cRS control could not be detected, even though this cRS is active in vivo ( 3 ) . Failure to detect recombination of the 3H9 cRS indicates that the extrachromosomal recombination assay underestimates cRS activity.
Interestingly, the ability of cRSs to support detectable levels of recombination could be determined by only a few nucleotides, although the site I cRSs (p290-V H /199 and p290-V H /241) diff er by only two nonamer nucleotides, only one (p290-V H /199) supported detectable levels of recombination ( Table II ) . Similarly, the two cRSs from site V diff ered by only a single exchange in the heptamer, but this diff erence was suffi cient to abrogate activity in p290-V H /09 ( Table II ) .
V H cRS SEs are detectable only in pro-B cells
To determine whether the V H 12-cRSs identifi ed by our screen are cleaved during normal B cell development, we used a ligation-mediated PCR (LM-PCR) to amplify RS and cRS SEs ( 11, 18 ) in pro-B (B220 lo IgM Ϫ IgD Ϫ CD43 + GFP + ), pre-B (B220 lo IgM Ϫ IgD Ϫ CD43 Ϫ GFP + ), and immature B cells (B220 + IgM + IgD Ϫ CD43 Ϫ ) from RAG2:GFP +/+ mice ( Fig. 3 A ) ( 21 ) . RAG2:GFP mice express a RAG2:GFP fusion protein that supports V(D)J recombination and exhibits the kinetics embedded heptamers at sites I and V ( Fig. 2 ) might refl ect the conservation of cysteine (Cys) residues critical for BCR structure rather than selection for recombinogenic potential ( 2 ) .
Cysteine is encoded by TGT or TGC codons. Heptamer motifs within the highly conserved site V 12-cRS result from the combination of codons 104 and 105 (IMGT numbering; Fig. 2 ). In the great majority (86%) of mouse V H gene segments, cysteine (TGT) at residue 104 is followed by Ala (GCN; 225/283), Val (GTN; 15/283), Glu (GAA/G; 1/283), or Gly (GGN; 1/283; IMGT database). These conserved associations generate the GTG (or CAC) motif (...TGTGNN...) required for cRS heptamers ( 18 ) .
Substitution of TGC for TGT at position 104 would maintain the cysteine residue, but abrogate any recombination activity at site V cRSs by destroying the heptamer motif (...TGCGNN...). To determine if the TGT codon necessary for site V 12-cRS is conserved independently of the Cys 104 residue, we compared codon usage at this and another highly conserved cysteine residue in V H , Cys 23 ( Table I ) . In contrast to Cys 104 , Cys 23 does not overlap any potential 12-cRSs ( Fig. 2 ), although both are necessary for IgV domain structure ( 20 ) . Whereas 98% (287/292) of Cys 104 residues are encoded by TGT, only 38% (113/297) of Cys 23 codons are encoded by TGT ( Table I ) . The highly signifi cant (P < 10 Ϫ 54 ) preference for TGT codons at Cys 104 , but not Cys 23 , suggests selection for site V recombinogenic sequence that is independent of the amino acids necessary for BCR structure.
Similarly, the conserved site I 12-cRSs at nt 57 ( Fig. 2 ) are associated with a Val residue (amino acid residue 19) present in 56% (218/390) of V H gene segments screened in our analyses. Of these 218 Val residues, 183 (84%) are encoded by a GTG codon that initiates the cryptic heptamer; of the other Val 19 residues, 24 (11%) are encoded by GTC and 11 (5%) by that did or did not express RAG1. Pro-B (B220 lo CD43 + IgM Ϫ ) and pre-B cells (B220 lo CD43 Ϫ IgM Ϫ ) were isolated from sibling IgH transgenic (H50G) mice ( 24 ) that were RAG1 suffi cient (H50G +/ Ϫ Rag1 +/ Ϫ ) or defi cient (H50G +/ Ϫ Rag1 Ϫ / Ϫ ; Fig. 4 A ) . Flow cytometric resolution of pro-and pre-B cells in H50G mice was less distinct than in RAG2:GFP animals, presumably because the H50G transgene accelerates preBCR expression and transition to the pre-B cell phenotype (compare Figs. 3 and 4 ). J H 2 SEs were readily demonstrated in both pro-and pre-B cells from RAG1-suffi cient mice, but could not be amplifi ed from the DNA of RAG-defi cient animals ( Fig. 4 B ) . Signifi cantly, even though strong allelic exclusion is observed in H50G mice ( 24 ) , the H50G IgH transgene does not abrogate RS cleavage in the endogenous loci ( Fig. 4 B ) , a fi nding similar to that of Chang et al. ( 25 ) . We presume that the generation of J H 2 SEs results from RAG1/2 expression that is incompletely suppressed by the H50G transgene. Similarly, J 2 SEs were recovered from H50G +/ Ϫ Rag1 +/ Ϫ pre-B cells, but not from the analogous phenotypic compartment of H50G +/ Ϫ Rag1 Ϫ / Ϫ mice ( Fig. 4 B ) .
The presence of J H and J SEs demonstrates that the endogenous Igh and Ig loci of H50G +/ Ϫ Rag1 +/ Ϫ mice are accessible to recombinase activity; and, accordingly, we were able to recover V H 1 cRS SEs from pro-B and pre-B cells from H50G +/ Ϫ Rag1 +/ Ϫ , but not H50G +/ Ϫ Rag1 Ϫ / Ϫ , mice ( Fig. 4 B ) . Thus, LM-PCR amplifi cation of both RS and cRS SE product is equivalently dependent on V(D)J recombinase activity.
of authentic RAG2 ( 21 ) . To enrich these developing populations for recombinase activity, we isolated GFP + pro-and pre-B cells; GFP + immature B cells were suffi ciently rare ( < 1%) to require the pooling of GFP + and GFP Ϫ immature B cells. In addition, Tdt and RAG1 expression in the sorted cell cohorts were determined by RT-PCR ( Fig. 3 B ) .
As previously reported, signifi cant GFP fl uorescence was detected in both pro-and pre-B cells ( 21 ) , as was the message for RAG1 and Tdt ( Fig. 3 ) ( 22, 23 ) . In contrast, immature B cells did not express detectable levels of Tdt or RAG1 ( Fig. 3 ) ( 21 -23 ). RAG2:GFP fl uorescence could be ordered among the sorted B cell populations with GFP + pro-B cells being brightest and immature B cells being dullest ( Fig. 3 ) ( 21 ) .
Detection of RS and cRS SE was restricted by lineageand stage of development. SEs from the physiological RS of V H 5 and J H 2 were detected only in pro-B cells; J SEs were detected in pre-B cells, but not in pro-B or immature B cells; and Tcr D ␤ SEs were not present in any B cell population ( Fig. 3 C ) . LM-PCR products of the size predicted for V H 12-cRS SEs could be amplifi ed from the DNA of pro-B cells and hybridized with 32 P-labeled V H -specifi c probes ( Fig. 3 ). In support of our computational screen for V H cRSs, we detected cRS SEs with primers specifi c for the V H 1, V H 2, and V H 5 gene families ( Fig. 3 ).
V H cRS SEs require recombinase activity
To demonstrate that the cRS SEs were dependent on RAG1/2 activity, we amplifi ed V H 1 cRS SEs from IgH transgenic mice 
The recombination effi ciencies of several V H cRSs were calculated by a standard extrachromosomal assay ( 18 ) . All cRS sequences were embedded in V H 1 gene segments, except for p290-VH/60, which comes from the V H 13 gene family. The nt position of each cRS is noted. R was calculated as the normalized ratio of amp'cam' to amp' bacterial colonies (see Materials and methods). cRS spacer sequences (italicized) are fl anked by cryptic heptamers (left) and nonamers (right). Sequence differences between cRSs from the same sites (I, IV, and V) are in bold. The p290-3H9 substrate was included because this cRS has been observed to be functional in vivo ( 3 ).
(B220 + CD43 Ϫ IgM + IgD Ϫ ) B cells from C57BL/6 controls to LM-PCR for V H cRS SEs ( Fig. 5 A ) . V H 1 cRS SEs were easily demonstrated in the pro-B cell compartments of both MT and C57BL/6 mice ( Fig. 5 B ) . In contrast, V H 1 cRS SEs were undetectable in equivalent samples of pre-B or immature B cells from C57BL/6 controls ( Fig. 5 B ) . These fi ndings demonstrate that, at least in mice, V H
V H cRS SEs in MT pro-B cells
MT mice cannot generate functional preBCR and are unable to support B cell development beyond the pro-B cell stage ( 26 ) .To determine whether the preBCR is required for the generation of V H cRS SEs, we subjected genomic DNA from pro-B cells (B220 + CD43 + IgM Ϫ IgD Ϫ ) from MT mice and from pro-, pre-(B220 + CD43 Ϫ IgM Ϫ IgD Ϫ ), and immature SEs and J H 2 RS SEs in pro-B cells (B220 lo CD43 + IgM Ϫ IgD Ϫ ) from C57BL/6 mice ( Fig. 6 ).
Using our standard LM-PCR, J H 2 RS SE and V H 1 cRS SE products from 10 3 pro-B cells appeared linear between 20 and 30 amplifi cation cycles ( Fig. 6, A and B ) . Accordingly, samples of V H 1 cRS and J H 2 RS SE product generated by 25 rounds of amplifi cation were titrated by serial threefold dilutions and blotted for hybridization ( Fig. 6 C ) . This semiquantitative approach indicates that in genomic DNA isolated from pro-B cells, J H 2 RS SEs are greater than or equal to threefold more abundant than V H 1 cRS SEs. The primer set for J H 2 is, however, specifi c for only one gene segment, whereas the V H 1 cRS SEs are generated in the absence of normal preBCR signaling and without the possibility of retrograde diff erentiation by pre-or immature B cells ( 3, 11 ) .
In vivo, V H cRS SE formation is ‫ف‬ 5% the effi ciency of J H 2 RS SEs
In our hands, the LM-PCR for V H cRS SEs is capable of detecting SE products in as few as 10 3 pro-B cells ( Fig. 4 ) , even though the effi ciencies of selected V H cRSs are low in extrachromosomal recombination assays ( Table II ) . To estimate the recombination effi ciencies of V H cRSs in the context of normal B cell development, we compared the relative amounts of V H 1 cRS 
Recombinase cleavage at multiple V H cRSs
To identify specifi c V H cRS cleavage events and to compare their frequencies, we cloned and sequenced V H cRS SE PCR products recovered from pro-B cells of MT, RAG2:GFP, and C57BL/6 mice. 33 unique and independent V H cRS SE fragments representing 28 V H 1 and a single V H 5 gene segment were obtained; 94% (31/33) of these represented cleavage events at cRS sites I, II, III, or V ( Table III and Fig. 2 ) . Two SE products, one from RAG2:GFP and another from MT pro-B cells, represented cleavage at a conserved FW3 site; no cleavage products from the predicted cRSs at site IV were recovered ( Table III ) . Two V H gene segments were shown to contain two functional cRSs; V H 1S2*01 produced site I and III SE products and V H 1S130*01 supported cleavage at site III and in FW3 ( Table III ) . Thus, in addition to the site V cRSs that are thought to be conserved for receptor editing ( 3, 27 ) ( Table II ) .
Estimates for the abundance of V H cRS SEs in pro-B cells were also obtained by quantitative LM-PCR amplifi cations using the J H 2-, V H 1-, and V H 5-specifi c primer sets ( Fig. 6 D ) . In three independent experiments, the averaged threshold cycle numbers (C T ) for J H 2 ( n = 11), V H IgH variable region lengthened by as many as 50 amino acids and containing 4, not 3, hypervariable regions. We doubt that such IgH polypeptides could generate functional preBCR or BCR. Nonetheless, site III cRSs are conserved in mouse V H gene segments ( Fig. 2 ) and are the most frequently cleaved during normal B cell development ( Table III ) . We conclude that the conservation of V H cRSs is not solely driven by their ability to mediate functional V → VDJ replacements. ( 28 ) by the RAG1/2 recombinase acting on the physiological 23-RS of the invading V H segment and a so-called cryptic heptamer present near the 3 Ј border (position 313) of many V H gene segments ( 2 ) . Whereas this specifi c form of IgH editing has been observed in vivo ( 3, 10 ) , additional forms of V H replacement and/or secondary rearrangement have been observed in cell lines ( 14, 29, 30 ) . development ( Table III ) . Unexpectedly, site III SE products were most frequently recovered; site III cRS SE products were threefold more common than site V SE products (18 vs. 6, respectively), the next largest group.
DISCUSSION
V H replacement is the insertion of a V H gene segment into a formed V H DJ H joint
The cRS SE products were readily recovered from MT mice, demonstrating that preBCR signaling is not required for cRS cleavage ( Table III ) . Indeed, the SE products from pre-BCR-defi cient MT mice ( n = 15) and mice that express preBCR (C57BL/6 and RAG:GFP; n = 18) mice were similarly distributed, with site III SE products predominant in both (11/15 and 11/18, respectively). Comparable numbers of site I/II, FW3, and site V cleavage products were recovered from preBCR-defi cient and -suffi cient pro-B cells as well, suggesting that V H cRS cleavage may be active during the V H → D H J H stage of B cell development ( Table III ) . V → VDJ replacements at the site V cRSs ( Fig. 2 ) retain only 1 -3 amino acids from the edited V H gene segment ( 3, 27 ) . In contrast, a V → VDJ replacement using a site III cRS would result in an mosomal recombination assays signifi cantly aff ect cRS cleavage in situ. V H cRS SEs are RAG1 dependent ( Fig. 4 ) , and they are independent of preBCR signaling ( Fig. 5 ) . The presence of V H cRS SEs in the pro-B cells of MT mice demonstrates that IgH replacement can occur well before the developing B cell is capable of recognizing antigen in any form ( 3 ) . Similarly, in BL/6 and RAG2:GFP mice, V H cRS SEs could be detected only in pro-B cells ( Fig. 3 ) . In H50G transgenic mice, cRS SEs were present in both pro-B and pre-B cells ( Fig. 4 ) , but we note that J H 2 SEs were also abundant in the pre-B cells of these IgH transgenic animals ( 24 ) . We conclude that the phenotypic pre-B compartment of H50G mice includes cells that actively rearrange the endogenous Igh loci. In no case were we able to detect V H cRS SEs in immature B cells, the earliest B lineage cell that expresses mature BCR ( Figs. 3 -5 ).
These results are diff erent from those reported by Zhang et al. ( 11 ) , who did not detect V H cRS SEs in human pro-B cells, but did fi nd them in immature B lymphocytes. Zhang et al. suggested that recovery of V H cRS SEs from pro-B cells might be hindered by rapid cell proliferation and effi cient DNA repair. Although these factors may be important in the analysis of human B cell populations, we readily detected V H cRS SEs in mouse pro-B cells ( Fig. 4 ) . It is possible that the populations of B cells we analyzed diff er somewhat from those sorted by Zhang et al.; however, the cytometric parameters used by both groups were similarly based on IgM expression and an early B cell marker (CD34 for human [ 11 ] and CD43 for mouse [ Fig. 3 ] ). In addition, we characterized our B cell populations by developmentally regulated gene expression and Igh and Ig rearrangement ( Fig. 3 ) . We are, therefore, confi dent that the pro-B cells analyzed in our study, B220 lo CD43 + cells expressing RAG1, RAG2:GFP, Tdt, and Igh rearrangements, contain V H cRS SEs. In our hands, these V H cRS SEs do not persist and/or reform at detectable levels in immature B cells ( Figs. 3 and 5 ). The diff erences between our results and those reported by Zhang et al. ( 11 ) presumably refl ect the distinct physiologies of mice and humans.
The presence of V H cRS SEs, which are the molecular intermediates of Igh replacements, in pro-B cells from MT mice unable to assemble a BCR ( 26 ) is inconsistent with any IgH editing process driven by the recognition of self-antigen. It is signifi cant that V H cRS SEs were also abundant in the pro-B cells of H50G +/ Ϫ Rag1 +/ Ϫ mice ( Fig. 4 ) , even though this IgH transgenic line exhibits stringent ( ≥ 98%) allelic exclusion ( 24 ) . Similarly, Rajewsky et al. have observed frequent IgH editing events in the presence of a productive and functional V H DJ H SDT ( 33 ) . Given the presence of V H cRS SEs in normal pro-B cells and effi cient IgH editing in genetically modifi ed pro-B cells ( 10 ), earlier conclusions that IgH editing is driven by self-antigen ( 11 ) merit reconsideration. Instead, we propose that V H → V H DJ H replacement occurs spontaneously, albeit at low frequency, in pro-B cells. In mice bearing autoreactive V H DJ H SDT, replacement by endogenous V H gene segments would relieve the autoreactive phenotype and permit the " edited " B cells to mature beyond the small pre-B
To determine whether the complex editing events observed in cell lines might also take place in vivo, we screened 390 mouse V H gene segment sequences with the RIC algorithm to identify potentially functional 12-or 23-cRSs ( 18, 19 ) . RIC is capable of identifying RSs and cRSs in DNA sequences ( 18 ) ; whereas RIC scores for RSs are highly correlated with recombination effi ciencies, RIC scores for cRSs are less so, in part because of the narrow range of RIC scores and measured recombination effi ciencies that are often below the detection threshold ( 17, 18 ) . Nevertheless, the measured extrachromosomal recombination effi ciencies (R = 0.01 -0.02%; Table II ) of a small subset of site I, III, and IV V H 12-cRSs fell at the lower range of recombinational activities (R = 0.03 -0.6%) of 4 site V V H cRSs that were previously determined ( 18 ) .
In vivo generation of (site III) V H cRS SEs was more efficient, with quantities of V H cRS SEs ranging from 1 (V H 1) to 8% (V H 5) of that observed for J H 2 SEs ( Fig. 6 ). These higher values are consistent with our ability to detect cRS SEs in as few as 10 3 pro-B cells, and they imply that rearrangements of V H cRSs may occur as often as rearrangements of the recombining sequence cRS that fl ank C in mice ( 31 ) . Frequencies of V H cRS cleavage vary between diff erent V H gene segments/families; quantitative LM-PCR indicated that V H 5 cRS SEs were almost twice as abundant as V H 1 cRS SEs after correcting for template number ( Fig. 6 ). Although we cannot rule out the possibility that the covalent sealing or degradation of cRS SEs is not uniform, increased abundance of certain cRS SEs suggests that cRSs in some V H may be preferred recipients for upstream V H RSs ( 3, 32 ) .
Almost half (108/299) of O2 12-cRSs in V H gene segments are not located at the 3 Ј end of V H gene segments ( Fig. 2 ) ; e.g., a cluster of 51 V H cRSs is located at nt 57 ( Fig. 2 ) . These and other 5 Ј cRSs are functional at low effi ciency, both in vitro ( Table II ) and in vivo ( Table III ) . Sequence analysis of V H cRS SEs from pro-B cells of RAG2:GFP, MT, and C57BL/6 mice revealed cleavage at 33 unique 12-cRSs, one in a V H 5 gene segment and 32 in V H 1 genes ( Table III ) . These V H 12-cRSs comprised 29 unique cRS sites from 27 germline V H genes ( Table III ) . The utility of RIC analyses is supported by the location of these functional 12-cRSs; > 90% (31/33) correspond to the predicted V H 12-cRSs ( Fig. 2 ) .
To our surprise, we recovered only 6 V H cRS SEs at the well-known site V cRS (313 bp; Table III ) commonly observed in IgH replacements ( 3, 11 ) . Instead, the most common (22/33) V H cRS SEs we recovered represented site III (nt 155) 12-cRSs located near the middle of the V H gene segments ( Table III and ( Table III ) . Thus, RIC scores eff ectively predicted the location of V H cRSs active in vivo and their recombination potential in extrachromosomal assays, but not the frequency of V H cRS SEs recovered from pro-B cells. We conclude that factors absent from extrachro-23-RS would produce V H genes shortened by deletion of the intervening DNA and terminated by a signal joint ( Fig. 7 ) . Reopening of this terminal signal joint would allow the 23-RS to form a new signal joint with downstream 12-cRSs, thereby fusing the shortened V H fragment to a truncated V H acceptor ( Fig. 7 ) . This double reaction intra-V H rearrangement followed by insertion into a downstream V H /V H DJ H would undoubtedly be rare, but could result in hybrid V H genes of nearly normal length. For example, intra-V H rearrangements at site III cRS ( Table III ) , followed by insertion at another site III cRS in a downstream V H gene segment, would produce a novel V H sequence of normal length carrying the CDR1 of the upstream donor and the CDR2 of the downstream acceptor. Hybrid V H gene segments created by this process would contain a signal-to-coding joint at the fusion site ( Fig. 7 ) .
The hypothesis that cRSs are conserved in V H gene segments to promote genetic diversity implies that cRSs should be conserved in other V gene families as well. We have tested this prediction by scanning all mouse V gene segments with the RIC algorithms. Our search revealed a highly signifi cant conservation of 23-cRSs oriented to interact with upstream V 12-RSs (unpublished data). We do not wish to overemphasize this fi nding; the presence of conserved cRSs in V gene segments is consistent with, but does not prove, a role for V H cRSs in amplifying V region diversity. Nonetheless, these V cRSs demonstrate that cRSs can arise in Ig loci capable of repeated physiological rearrangements.
Although the reports are controversial ( 43, 44 ) , several groups have recovered hybrid V H genes of normal length from human B cells ( 14, 15 ) and B cell tumors ( 45 -47 ) that could be generated by recombination at site I -IV cRSs. These reports propose that hybrid V H genes arise as products of secondary rearrangements between 23-and 12-cRSs centrally embedded in V H gene segments or by recombination between like cell stage. In this scenario, self-antigen does not drive receptor editing, but rather selects for mutant cells that are no longer autoreactive. V H replacements from mice and humans are frequently characterized by N-nucleotide additions ( 3, 10, 11 ) . Although N-sequence additions imply V H replacement in Tdt + pro-B cells ( 13 ), Chen et al. ( 3 ) have proposed that Tdt may be reexpressed in immature, autoreactive B cells after encounter with self-antigen. This seems unlikely, given that little or no Tdt expression has been detected in the pre-B and immature B cell compartments ( Fig. 3 and [ 13 ] ), even though a substantial fraction ( ≥ 20%) of late small pre-B-and immature B cells are thought to be autoreactive and edit their L-chains ( 34, 35 ) . But what of IgH replacements that lack N-nucleotides? Are they evidence for IgH editing in more mature Tdt Ϫ developmental compartments?
Recently, Koralov et al. generated genetically modifi ed mice to study V H replacement ( 10, 36 ) . In these animals, antibody and B cell production depends on the replacement of a nonproductive V H DJ H rearrangement that takes place in pro-B cells via two mechanisms: V H → V H DJ H replacement; and, less frequently, direct V H -to-J H joining ( 10 ). These mice exhibit diverse and substantial B cell populations, and the majority of V H → V H DJ H replacement events analyzed did not contain N-nucleotide additions, presumably because secondary cRS rearrangements were facilitated by local sequence homologies. Koralov et al. conclude that Igh replacements in pro-B cells is relatively effi cient and that its impact on the antibody repertoire may be greater than is currently thought, as it often leaves no molecular footprint ( 10 ) .
Given that the conserved site I -IV cRSs in V H gene segments could not mediate V H → V H DJ H replacements ( 3, 11 ) , what other purpose might these signals serve? Taki et al. ( 8 ) , have reported an inactivating rearrangement involving a 5 Ј cRS in an Igh SDT. This replacement, a D H → VDJ H invasion ( 8 ), followed by a physiological rearrangement to an upstream V H (V H → DVDJ H ) ( 8 ) was nonfunctional, as it was isolated only from B cells expressing BCR encoded by an endogenous Igh rearrangements ( 8 ) . These results suggest that 5 Ј cRS might function to end V(D)J rearrangements on one allele, as well as an analogy to abrogation of Ig rearrangements by C -deleting signals ( 37 -41 ) . Indeed, even open-and-shut reactions ( 42 ) at FW cRSs would likely produce inactivating frame-shift mutations.
Alternatively, conserved V H cRSs at sites I -IV might interact to create novel, hybrid V H gene segments. We demonstrated frequent cRS cleavage sites between CDR1 and CDR2 ( Fig. 2 and Table III ) , and showed that V H 12-cRSs are strongly conserved in the O2 orientation, i.e., opposite of the physiological 23-RS ( Fig. 7 and Table S1 ). This arrangement facilitates V H → V H DJ H fusions at site V 12-cRS, but also allows other recombination events including V H → V H and intra-V H rearrangements ( Fig. 7 ) . Both V H → V H DJ H and V H → V H fusions lengthen the acceptor V H genes in proportion to cRS location (site I > site V; Fig. 7 ) . In contrast, intra-V H rearrangements between V H 12-cRS and downstream (excluding leader sequences) in the Immunogenetics Information System (IMGT) reference set (http://imgt.cines.fr). As controls for the identifi cation of V H cRSs, we computed RIC for all 28-and 39-bp sequences in a 212-kb region of mouse chromosome 8 (GenBank accession no. AC084823 ).
Mice. All mice were housed in specifi c pathogen -free conditions at the Duke University Medical Center Vivarium. RAG2:GFP mice ( 21 ) were obtained from F.W. Alt (Harvard University, Boston, MA); MT ( 26 ) and C57BL/6 mice were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory. H50G +/ Ϫ (IgH) transgenic mice ( 24 ) were bred with Rag1 Ϫ / Ϫ mice (The Jackson Laboratory) to produce sibling H50G +/ Ϫ Rag1 +/ Ϫ and H50G +/ Ϫ Rag1 Ϫ / Ϫ mice. All experiments using animals were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Animal Use and Care Committee of Duke University.
Flow cytometry. BM was isolated from femurs and tibias of mice. Red blood cells were lysed in ACK buff er, and BM cells were washed and resuspended in HBSS (Invitrogen) supplemented with 2% FCS (Sigma-Aldrich). BM B cells from RAG2:GFP, H50G +/ Ϫ Rag1 +/ Ϫ , and H50G +/ Ϫ Rag1 Ϫ / Ϫ mice were stained with lineage (Lin) markers (IgD, Gr-1, Mac-1, TER-119, CD4, and CD8) conjugated with biotin, washed twice with HBSS (2% FCS), incubated with streptavidin conjugated to magnetic MicroBeads (Miltenyi Biotech), washed with HBSS (2% FCS), and depleted by auto-MACS (Miltenyi Biotech). After depletion, cell samples were labeled with anti-B220 (APC), anti-CD43 (PE or FITC), anti-IgM (Texas red), 7-amino actinomycin D (Invitrogen), and streptavidin (Cychrome). To obtain B cells from μ MT and C57BL/6 mice, single-cell suspensions were stained with anti-IgD (FITC), anti-CD43 (PE), anti-B220 (PE-Cy7), anti-IgM (Texas red), and PE-Cy5-conjugated Lin markers (Gr-1, CD11b, CD4, CD8, and TER-119). After staining and washing, BM samples were sorted on a FAC-SVantage cell sorter (BD Biosciences). All antibodies and markers are from BD Biosciences or eBioscience, except for 7-amino actinomycin D and anti-IgM (SouthernBiotech).
Cell culture. 103/BCL2 cells ( 50 ) were cultured for use in extrachromosomal recombination assays, as previously described ( 18 ) .
Extrachromosomal recombination assay. 12-cRSs were cloned into pJH290 and electroporated into 103/BCL2 cells ( 18 ) . Cells were subsequently incubated at 34 ° C for 2 d and incubated at 39.5 ° C for 2 d to induce V(D)J rearrangement ( 18 ) . Recombination plasmids were extracted, digested with DpnI, and used to transform Escherichia coli . Transformed bacteria were incubated on LB-agar plates supplemented with 50 g/ml ampicillin, 11 g/ml chloramphenicol, or both. The bacterial colonies on each plate were quantifi ed and normalized to equivalent incubation volumes. The R of various 12-cRSs was estimated as the ratio of amp r cam r to amp r bacterial colonies, as previously described ( 18 ) . R was calculated as the mean of ≥ 3 independent electroporations. The sensitivity limit of extrachromosomal assay was established with a pJH290 plasmid modifi ed by deletion of the 12-RS, leaving the 23-RS as the only physiological RS. Extrachromosomal recombination assays with this plasmid did not produce a single amp r cam r bacterial colony out of 98,730 A r bacterial colonies that harbored a bona fi de rearrangement. Thus, the sensitivity limit for the detection of 12-and 23-RS rearrangement was ‫ف‬ 0.001% (1/98,730).
PCR. Amplifi cation of CD14 was performed to quantify genomic DNA template ( 51 ) . LM-PCR was used to amplify SEs ligated to a BW-LC linker, as previously described ( 18 ) . V H cRS SEs from cells isolated from RAG2:GFP, sibling H50G, MT, and C57BL/6 mice were amplifi ed by a seminested LM-PCR. Primary amplifi cation of V H cRS SEs included a V H family-specifi c outside primer (V H out) and BW-LCH primer (5 Ј -ACGTG-GAATCGCCAGACCAC-3 Ј ), using ThermalAce DNA Polymerase (Invitrogen). Primary amplifi cation was mediated by 12 cycles of melting at 98 ° C for 30 s, annealing at 65 ° C for 30 s, and extending at 72 ° C for 30 s, and was fi nally terminated after a 10-min incubation at 72 ° C. 10% of the primary reaction was amplifi ed with a V H family -specifi c inside primer (V H in) and cRSs in violation of the 12/23 rule. The LM-PCR used in our studies does not detect cRS SEs in the O1 orientation, and we have no direct evidence regarding interaction of V H 23-and 12-cRSs. Our RIC scans, however, did not detect conserved, bidirectional 12-/23-cRS in mouse V H gene segments (unpublished data). Intra-V H → V H DJ H rearrangements ( Fig. 7 ) allow, at least in theory, for the gen eration of V H hybrids at sites of conserved O2 12-cRSs. Generation of V H hybrids by this mechanism predicts specifi c genomic intermediates (intra-V; Fig. 7 ) ; their demonstration and frequency would provide a signifi cant test for the signifi cance of site I -IV cRS.
If they do not represent PCR artifacts, hybrid V H gene segments might result from AID-rather than RAG1/2 activity, given the germinal center/post -germinal center origins of many hybrid V H genes ( 44, 48 ) . AID activity can result in both single-and double-stranded breaks in DNA, and subsequent repair by homologous recombination could produce hybrid V H genes ( 48 ) . On the other hand, RAG1/2 also introduces single-strand nicks at RSs that could be subject to homologous recombination ( 49 ) .
In In contrast, we demonstrate abundant V H cRS SEs in the pro-B cell compartment of normal mice; pro-B cells do not express L-chain and are incapable of binding self-or exogenous antigens. Recovery of cRS SEs from the pro-B cells of MT mice rules out any possibility that these RAG1-dependent SEs refl ect antigen-induced editing. Nonetheless, functional V H cRSs are evolutionarily conserved independently of the amino acids necessary for IgH structure. Are these conserved cRSs accidents of evolution, or do they have physiological signifi cance? Combinatorial diversity in IgH rearrangements is determined by the evolutionary concatenation of CDR1 and 2 in distinct V H gene segments and the random, somatic generation of CDR3 during the fusion of V H , D, and J H gene segments. This process generates a set of primary antigen receptors of remarkable breadth, but also one that is focused on the assembly of the CDR3. We suggest that site I -V V H cRSs are conserved, as their rearrangements off er the possibility of (a) greater diversity in CDR3 (V H → V H DJ H ) and (b) the somatic reassortment of CDR1 and CDR2 associations (intra-V H → V H DJ H ) otherwise fi xed by evolution.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
RS models.
The computational models of RSs assign a RIC value to 28-or 39-bp sequences. We demonstrated that sequences with nucleotide combinations strongly conserved in physiological RSs are effi cient at recombination and have high RIC values ( 18, 19 ) . We used RIC 12 or RIC 23 to determine the location and the number of 12-or 23-cRSs in V H gene segments. RIC was computed for all 28-and 39-bp sequences in the 390 mouse V H gene segments
